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A one-dimensional Vlasov–Poisson simulation code is employed to investigate

the plasma sheath considering electron-induced secondary electron emission

(SEE) and backscattering. The SEE coefficient is commonly treated as constant

in a range of plasma simulations; here, an improved SEE model of a charged

dielectric wall is constructed, which includes thewall charging effect on the SEE

coefficient and the energy dependency of the SEE coefficient. Pertinent

algorithms to implement the previously mentioned SEE model in plasma

simulation are studied in detail. It is found that the SEE coefficient increases

with the amount of negative wall charges, which in turn reduces the emissive

sheath potential. With an energy-dependent SEE coefficient, the sheath

potential is a nonlinear function of the plasma electron temperature, as

opposed to the linear relation predicted by the classic emissive sheath

theory. Simulation combining both wall-charging effect and SEE coefficient’

energy dependency suggests that the space-charged limited sheath is formed

at high plasma electron temperature levels, where both sheath potential and

surface charging saturate. Additionally, different algorithms to implement the

backscattering in the kinetic simulation are tested and compared. Converting

backscattered electrons to secondary electrons via an effective SEE coefficient

barely affects the sheath properties. The simulation results are shown to be

commensurate with the upgraded sheath theory predictions.
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Introduction

A plasma sheath is a non-neutral space charge region that

appears between bulk plasma and plasma-facing components. A

sheath becomes emissive due to surface emission processes,

including secondary electron emission (SEE), backscattering,

field emission, thermionic emission, and photoemission. An

emissive sheath widely appears in confined laboratory plasmas

and plays a vital role in numerous industrial plasma applications

such as plasma processing, electric proportion, plasma

diagnostics, and plasma source [1–4]. The present research

focuses on the algorithms to implement the interactions

between plasma and dielectric surface in the kinetic

simulation and the underlying sheath physics.

The classic emissive sheath theory was first established by

Hobbs and Wesson by analyzing the current balance near a

floating emissive boundary [5]. It was proved that the presheath

structure is not significantly affected by boundary emission and

the emissive sheath potential φsh is a function of the surface

emission coefficient defined as γe � Γem
Γep
, with Γem, the surface

emission flux and Γep, the incoming plasma electron flux:

eφsh � Te ln [(1 − γe) ���
μ

2π

√ ]. (1)

Here, Te is the plasma electron temperature and μ � mi/me is

the ion–electron mass ratio. The study of the emissive sheath has

been persistently developed since then, and a range of emissive

sheath theories have been proposed [6–9]. For a strongly emissive

surface, a space-charge limited (SCL) sheath with a

nonmonotonic potential profile is formed when γe exceeds a

certain critical value [10]. More recent studies suggested that the

SCL sheath cannot remain stable if cold ions are generated by

charge exchange collisions in the sheath [11]. The emissive

sheath is difficult to be directly accessed by conventional

probe diagnostics due to its small size, so sheath theories are

frequently validated against numerical simulations [12–14].

Common simulation approaches of plasma–surface

interactions consist of a particle model, fluid model, kinetic

model, and global model. The particle model provides self-

consistent plasma dynamics based on first principles, which

usually requires large quantities of computational resources.

Fluid simulation is usually cheaper in terms of numerical cost,

whereas one issue that potentially hinders the simulation

accuracy is whether the fluid assumptions remain valid in the

sheath region, particularly with non-thermal plasmas.

Consequently, the sheath itself is frequently taken as a

boundary condition instead of being simulated in the fluid

model. The kinetic simulation captures the physics that are

neglected in the fluid model when averaging over the velocity

moments but exhibits lower performance when simulating

complex reactions. In addition, the use of collision operators

is inevitably less precise than the particle model. Yet one

advantage of the kinetic simulation model is that it evades the

statistical noise that must be reduced by using large

macroparticle numbers in the particle model and provides

smooth profiles for every time step. This benefit is particularly

obvious for the nonlinear plasma behaviors in the sheath study.

In addition, it is easier to directly control certain physical

quantities to facilitate comparison with theory prediction in a

kinetic model. This is why numerous kinetic models are

employed in the study of sheath-related topics [15–18].

Boundary electron emission due to SEE is widely

implemented in the numerical modeling of confined plasma.

The SEE coefficient γe depends on the incident electron energy

and direction. SEE is, hence, intrinsically coupled with the

plasma properties [19]. Additionally, the SEE coefficient is

linked with the cumulative plasma fluxes, as the wall charges

affect the extraction of excited internal secondary electrons (SEs)

inside the material surface. Proper algorithms are therefore

needed in order to implement these effects in the numerical

simulation, which is the focus of the present work.

The article is structured as follows: Introduction introduces

the employed simulation model; Introduction studies the

methods to configure appropriate boundary conditions

considering dielectric wall charges and the energy dependency

of the SEE coefficient. The simulation setup involving electron

backscattering is also expatiated. All simulation results are

validated against upgraded emissive sheath theories, and the

discrepancies between theory and simulation are analyzed.

Simulation setup

In this section, employed simulation algorithms and typical

simulation results are presented. The simulation model is

inspired by previous Vlasov–Poisson solvers [11, 15], and a

basic version of the code was used in our recent simulations

[13, 20, 21]. The employed 1D1V kinetic simulation code is based

on the following kinetic equation:

zfs(x, vs)
zt

+ vs
zfs(x, vs)

zx
+ qsE(x)

ms

zfs(x, vs)
zvs

� zfs(x, vs)
zt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣coll.
(2)

Here, the subscript s represents species; ms, qs, and vs are

mass, charge, and velocity of the species; E is the electric field; and

the RHS is the collision source term. The code simulates the

evolution of velocity distribution functions (VDFs) according to

Eq 2. In the present work, only electrons and singly charged ions

are considered. The electron and ion velocity distribution

functions are initialized as uniformly distributed Maxwellian

functions with temperatures Te and Ti and density n0:

fs0(x, vs) � n0

�����
ms

2πTs

√
exp ( − msv2s

2Ts
). (3)
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For the study of sheath properties, keeping a constant bulk

plasma density facilitates the parameter scan. The collision term

is separated into two parts: one plasma source term, which

compensates for the boundary particle losses, and one

relaxation term, which restores the plasma VDFs back to

equilibrium at a constant rate (the BGK collision operator).

zfs(x, vs)
zt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣coll � Ssource + ]s[n(x)
n0

fs0 − fs(x, vs)]. (4)

The collision frequency υs is set at being proportional to the

inverse of the particle transit time, that is, ]e ∝ veTh/L and

]i ∝ vcs/Lwith veTh �
��
Te
me

√
being the electron thermal speed, vcs ���

Te
mi

√
being the sonic speed, and L being the spatial range of the

simulation domain. In the present simulation, ]e � 10veTh/L and

]i � 5vcs/L are adopted. The coefficients are chosen to guarantee

that the bulk plasma VDFs are not strongly diverged from the

equilibrium. The charge source term is uniformly distributed in

the region (0.1L, 0.9L), which equals to Ssource � 1.25 Γi
n0L

fs0,

where Γi is the total ion flux at two boundaries. The ion BGK

relaxation is also turned on only in the region (0.1L, 0.9L). These
two treatments avoid cold ion generation near the surface, such

that a SCL sheath is not destroyed to form an inverse sheath. The

present work mainly focuses on the classic Debye sheath. It

should be noted that the ionization term here is simplified and

does not consider realistic ionization collision, which aims at

fixing the bulk plasma density at the desired level. A more

physical collision operator was adopted in previous numerical

modeling [22], where the ionization source is calculated by an

integral of the ionization cross section, velocity, and background

neutral density over EVDF. Such treatment provides more self-

consistent simulation results where the ionization rate is closely

coupled with the local EVDF. Implementing such a realistic

collision operator in the present work will to some extent alter the

bulk plasma properties, but the general validity of the obtained

conclusions should be intact.

Boundary conditions of VDFs are critical for the

implementation of the aforementioned surface processes. For

a surface with only secondary electron emission, the emitted

secondary electrons are assumed to follow a half-Maxwellian

distribution with temperature Tem. Taking the left boundary as

an example, the EVDF boundary condition is

fem � fe(ve)|x�0,ve > 0 � nem
����
2me
πTem

√
exp (−mev2e

2Tem
) � C exp (−mev2e

2Tem
),

where nem is the emitted electron density at the boundary. The

factor C is determined by the definition of the SEE coefficient,

such that the emitted electron flux satisfies

Γem � ∫∞
0
C exp (−mev2e

2Tem
)vedve � γeΓep, with the plasma electron

flux Γep � |∫0

−∞ fe(ve)|x�0dve | for the left boundary. Taking

absolute value means that the flux is by default positive. The

previously mentioned assumptions yield

fem � me
Tem

γeΓep exp (−mev2e
2Tem

). This expression has been used in

previous studies using the basic version of the adopted simulation

code [20]. The boundary condition will be further reviewed in

Simulation setup with improvements considering energy

dependency and charging effects of the factor γe. Since no ion

reflection is considered, the IVDF boundary condition is simply

fi(vi)|x�0,vi > 0 � 0 for the left boundary. The right boundary is

symmetrical to the left in the present work.

A flow chart is given in Figure 1 to visualize the simulation

procedure. For each time step, two advections are performedwith an

explicit finite differencemethod in the upwind scheme, and then the

source term and BGK collision operator are applied. The velocity

advection requires the electric field distribution, which is solved by

assuming zero electric field in the center of the simulation domain

and then integrating the net charge density toward the boundary

using Gauss’s law. The simulation usually converges in several μs

with a time step of 0.01 ns. The simulation convergence at t � tend is

assumed to be achieved when parameters including sheath potential,

wall charge density, and plasma flux at the wall all have small

variations with a discrepancy lower than 0.1% in 104 time steps. The

time step is dictated by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) stability

criterion.

Other choices of simulation parameters are introduced in the

following sections. The plasma density is 5×1014 m−3, plasma

electron temperature is 10 eV by default, ion temperature is

0.1 eV, emitted electron temperature is 2 eV, scale of simulation

domain is 10 cm, spatial resolution is 10−4 m, and electron and

ion velocity ranges cover eight times the electron thermal speed

and sound speed, divided into 103 points. Typical simulation

results including potential, density, and velocity distribution

functions with the aforementioned settings are shown in

Figure 2.

Simulation results and model
validation against theory

Influence of charge trapping on the SEE
coefficient

A primary electron (PE) penetrating into a material

surface, without being backscattered, generates internal

secondary electrons while being slowed down. Only a

FIGURE 1
Schematic of the program execution.
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fraction of the internal SEs is transported to the surface and

escapes from the material, becoming true SEs. The transport

of internal SEs is characterized by the escape mean free path

λes, with the escape probability Pes � exp (− x
λes
). The position

x is counted from where an SE is generated toward the

material surface. Integrating Pes multiplied by the

generation function gSE over the whole range of PE’s

trajectory, aka the primary range Rp, yields the SEE

coefficient [23]:

γe0 � ∫Rp

0
gSE(x, εpe)Pes(x)dx. (5)

The term γe0 represents the initial SEE coefficient for an

uncharged wall when considering the charging effect, to be

distinguished from γe for a charged wall. By convention, the

generation function is replaced by 1/λSE to facilitate

derivation. The parameter λSE is the mean free path of SE

generation and has a dimension of a meter. Eq 5 is calculated

as follows:

γe0 �
λes
λSE

[1 − exp ( − Rp

λes
)] ≈

λes0
λSE

, (6)

supposing Rp ≫ λes.

Eq 6 indicates that SEE is dictated by two characteristic

lengths: γe0 � 1, if the mean free path to create a SE equals its

escape mean free path; γe0 < 1, if SEs vanish quicker than their

creation during the transport to the surface, and vice versa.

The value of λSE is in general independent of the surface

charging, and the surface charging mainly affects γe0 via the

escape mean free path of SE, as internal SEs are captured by trap

states or recombine with holes. These processes are prescribed by

the density of the trap state and hole as well as the corresponding

cross sections:

λ−1es0 � NTσT +NhσR, (7)

Here, NT and Nh are intrinsic densities of trap states and

holes and σT and σR are cross sections for trapping and

recombination, respectively. For a classic Debye sheath, the

FIGURE 2
Typical simulation results obtained by the 1D1V kinetic simulation. (A) Space potential. (B) Electron and ion density. (C) Electron velocity
distribution function. (D) Ion velocity distribution function.
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plasma-facing wall is negatively charged, which means that some

electron trap states are occupied. The escape mean free path of SE

in a dielectric with trapped electron density nT (dimension m−3)

is therefore expressed as

λ−1es � (NT − nT)σT +NhσR (8)

with nT ≤NT. Combining Eqs 6–8, the SEE coefficient with

trapped charge is

γe �
γe0

1 − λes0nTσT
. (9)

Eq 9 suggests that the dielectric surface immersed in a plasma

becomes more emissive (larger γe) as negative surface charges

accumulate. Note that this trend will not develop without limit, as

higher surface emissivity decreases the amount of trapped

charges, which in turn decreases γe. The increase of γe also

halts at the limit of nT � NT, which is, however, unlikely to be

achieved for most laboratory plasmas. The sheath stability issue

considering charge trapping will be addressed later in Influence of

charge trapping on the SEE coefficient.

The term nT, however, warrants more discussions before

implementing surface charging effects in plasma simulation. The

trapped charge density, to be distinguished from plasma density,

represents the charges located in a layer much thinner than the

plasma sheath. The surface layer of dielectric material, where

trapped charges reside, is usually studied on a nanometer scale

[24]. In the present simulation, the spatial grid resolution is

100 μm, which is well below the limit set by the

Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition but is still above the

nanometer scale by several orders of magnitude. It is, hence,

difficult to simulate plasma coupled with a dielectric surface layer

in real time. Therefore, Equation (9) is reformed as follows

supposing all trapped charges are closely attached to the

surface and an instantaneous charge transport process in the

surface layer is assumed:

γe �
γe0

1 −Kwall|σwall|. (10)

The wall-charging factor Kwall is expressed as

Kwall � λes0σT/(edsl), σwall is the wall charge density (Cm−2),

and dsl is the depth of the dielectric surface layer. The expression

nT � |σwall|/edsl is used when deriving Eq 10. The updated γe
expression allows for facile implementation of the surface-

charging effects in simulation models. The wall charge density

is calculated by monitoring the surface electron and ion flux at

each time step. The factor Kwall is adjustable which contains all

the necessary information about the charge transport process in

the dielectric surface layer. γe0 is the uncharged SEE coefficient

assigned at the beginning of the simulation.

A critical issue is then to determine the order of magnitude

of the factor Kwall for general applications of the

aforementioned theories in plasma simulations. A rough

estimation is given in the following sections based on

classic SEE theories for solid materials. The most uncertain

factor is the trapping cross section σT as it varies strongly with

the dielectric material, and the accurate theory prediction is in

general difficult. From a range of experimental measurements

[25–28], the trapping cross section is between 10−13–10−11cm2,

but lower values exist. Here, to test the maximum effects of

surface charging, the upper limit 10−11cm2 is taken. λes0 is

calculated from λes0 � λSEγe0, with λSE expressed by

λ−1SE � C 1
εion

|dεpe(x)dx |. Here, C≤ 1 and εion are the mean

excitation energy for one SE [29], approximated by εion �
3εg + 1eV [27], where εg is the gap energy of the dielectric

material. dεpe(x)
dx is expressed using an empirical formula

depending on the primary range and the primary electron

current gradient [27]. Our calculation suggests that λes0/dsl is

within the range of 101–102, which eventually gives Kwall of

105–106 C−1m2. The aforementioned estimation is inevitably

subjected to some levels of arbitrariness, and smaller values

are possible since a peak σT value is chosen here.

A range of γe0 values are assigned as initial conditions in

the kinetic simulation, with different wall-charging factors

Kwall, to study the effects of surface charging on emissive

sheath properties. Other plasma parameters are kept

constant. The charge trapping increases γe, which in turn

reduces sheath potential and the amount of wall charges,

shown in Figures 3A–C. Note that the charge conservation of

a floating boundary requires that the amount of negative

charges in the dielectric wall should be equal to the net

positive charges in the sheath; hence, the sheath potential

and wall charge density behave collectively. The value of

γe,final (γe value of a converged simulation run) scales up with

Kwall, and cases with Kwall � 4E6C−1m2 exhibit a 35.5–87.2%

improvement relative to the cases without charging effect in

the selected range of γe0.

Figure 3D shows the theoretical prediction of sheath

potential according to Eqs. 1–10. Particularly, the black

curve in Figure 3D is exactly the emissive sheath potential

predicted by Hobbs, serving as a benchmark for code validity.

Since the sheath potential in the simulation is counted from

the wall to the central plasma, it includes both the sheath and

presheath potential drop. A better way of presentation is to

determine the presheath location from simulation and

subtract it from the simulated total potential drop, but the

determination of presheath incurs some uncertainties when

analyzing simulation results, so the total potential drop is

considered in the present work. The calculated emissive

sheath potential from Equation (1) is, hence, augmented by

e0.5Te in Figure 3D, based on the Bohm presheath criterion.

Same treatment is applied in the following sheath potential

calculations. It should be noted that the Bohm presheath was

proved not to be affected by the SEE [30]. It is clear that the

simulation results and theoretical predictions agree

considerably well. The discrepancies between Figures 3C,D

are small when charging effects are not considered (Kwall � 0),
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with a difference of 4.9–10.1% for the considered range of γe0.

For cases considering charging effects, the peak discrepancy

becomes 14.6 and 21.3% for Kwall � 2E6C−1m2 and

Kwall � 4E6C−1m2, respectively. The discrepancies consist of

the intrinsic discrepancy between simulation and theory

without the charging effect, and the inconsistent choice of

charge density when calculating γe(nT). The intrinsic

discrepancy is likely related to the limited presheath region

considered in the simulation. The discrepancy due to the

charging effect is because the wall charge density should be

self-consistently determined by the sheath potential, whereas

the exact spatial potential profile is unknown from the

emissive sheath theory. Since the theory-predicted sheath

potentials are smaller than those predicted by the simulated

results without charging effects, using larger wall charge

densities from simulation (due to larger sheath potential)

further increases the value of γe and decreases the

calculated sheath potential, leading to a larger discrepancy

in the end.

Energy dependency of the SEE coefficient

In the Energy dependency of the SEE coefficient section, the

SEE coefficient is kept constant for all incident electron energies.

This is convenient for comparison with the classic emissive

sheath theory (Eq 1) by Hobbs and Wesson [5] but is

oversimplified as γe0 has a strong dependency on the incident

electron energy εPE and angle θPE. In the present 1D1V

simulation, normal incidence is assumed. The SEE coefficient

usually first increases with the primary electron energy up to a

threshold energy level ε max with peak value γmax and then begins

to decrease. It should be noted that ε max is in general several

hundred eV and is therefore well above Te for most industrial

plasmas and even fusion plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL)

near plasma-facing components. A typical SEE coefficient curve

is shown in Figure 4, where primary electron energy and

dimensionless SEE coefficient γe0 are normalized by two

coefficients ε max and γ max. The following empirical formula is

employed to derive the SEE coefficient curve [31]:

FIGURE 3
Emissive sheath properties with SEE considering the wall-charging effect, for a range of γe0 with different wall charging factors. (A)Wall charge
density. (B) Final SEE coefficient after reaching convergence. (C) Sheath potential. (D) Sheath potential predicted by the emissive sheath theory.
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γe0(εPE, θPE) � 1.526γ max(1 + ksθ
2
PE

2π
)[1 − exp(−z1.725)]/z0.725,

(11)

z � 1.284εPE/[ε max(1 + ksθ
2
PE

π
)], (12)

where the smoothness factor ks � 1 and incident angle θPE � 0

are applied and z is also a dimensionless factor. In the energy

range of industrial plasma electron, for example, below 100 eV, a

linear approximation provides a good estimate of γe0, with

γe0,estimate(ε) � ε
ε1
. Here, ε1 is the required primary electron

energy that produces one secondary electron. The values of ε1
are determined by setting γe0 � 1 in Eq 11. A comparison of

linear approximation and real γe0 is shown in the subplot of

Figure 4. A range of such empirical formulae exists which gives

similar profiles of γe0 [19, 32].

In boundary plasma simulations, the SEE coefficient is

applied in a variety of ways depending on the employed

simulation approach. For particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation, the

implementation is straightforward, as γe0 of each super-particle is

calculated individually by Eqs 11, 12. The decimal part of

calculated γe0 is usually saved for the following super-particles

until it cumulates up to one. For fluid simulation, the whole

sheath region is commonly characterized by a boundary

condition, for example, the sheath heat transmission

coefficient, which constitutes the boundary condition of

electric potential and heat flux, is sensitive to γe0. Since the

sheath region is usually not simulated, the γe0 is calculated by

γe0(〈εe,wall〉), with 〈εe,wall〉 being the estimated mean electron

incident energy at the wall. For kinetic simulation, γe0 is better

calculated by averaging γe0 over the EVDF at wall fe,wall. Three

different methods to apply SEE in the present simulation are

tested, namely, 1) γe0 � γe0(Te/2) and Γem � γe0Γep, with Te/2

obtained by integrating electron kinetic energy over Maxwellian

EVDF; 2) γe0 � γe0(〈εe,wall〉) and Γem � γe0Γep, with

〈εe,wall〉 � ∫∞
0
0.5mev2efpe,walldv/∫∞

0
fe,walldv; and 3)

Γem � ∫∞
0
γe0(0.5mev2e)vefpe,walldv, with the equivalent SEE

coefficient γe0 � Γem/Γep, Γep � ∫∞
0
vefpe,walldv. γe0 is updated

at each time step for the last two methods. Scans of assigned

plasma electron temperature in simulationTe are performed with

two different (εmax, γmax) sets resembling typical dielectric wall

materials, for the three approaches to implement the SEE

coefficient. The obtained SEE coefficient and sheath potential

are shown in Figure 5.

In order to verify the simulation results, the emissive sheath

theory in Eq 1 is updated considering the energy dependency of

γe0. In order to derive analytical sheath solution, the

aforementioned approximation of the dimensionless SEE

coefficient γe0(ε) � ε
ε1
is used. The effective SEE coefficient for

plasma electron is calculated by

γe0 �
∫∞
0

0.5mev2e
ε1

vefpe,walldv∫∞
0
vefpe,walldv

� Te

ε1
. (13)

Hence, the sheath potential becomes

eφsh � Te ln [(1 − Te

ε1
) ���

μ

2π

√ ]. (14)

Eq 14 is only valid for the non-SCL sheath, which requires a

SEE coefficient smaller than the critical value γe0 ≤ γcrit ≈ 1 −
8.3μ−0.5 [5]. It should be noted that in the present article, all

temperatures, ε1, and eφsh have the unit eV to facilitate

calculation. The critical emission coefficient corresponds to a

marginal sheath solution featuring zero electric field at the wall,

with a critical sheath potential eφsh,crit ≈ 1.02Te. The

aforementioned analyses indicate that the plasma temperature

should be lower than a critical temperature Te,crit to stay in the

classic Debye sheath:

Te ≤Te,crit � ε1(1 − 8.3μ−0.5). (15)

In Figures 5A, B, the sheath remains in the classic sheath

regime for the selected temperature range. The theory prediction

is consistent with simulation results applied with the third

method introduced previously. Simulations with methods

1 and 2 are close but in general underestimate γe0. Eq 14

suggests that φsh increases slower and even decreases as Te

increases, as opposed to the classic emissive sheath theory

which predicts a linear relation between sheath potential φsh

and plasma electron temperature Te. This trend is due to greater

induced γe with the increase in electron temperature, which is

more obvious in Figures 5C, D, where φsh drops sharply to φsh,crit

at approximately 30 eV. It should be noted that aforementioned

expressions for γe0 are not valid when the sheath enters the SCL

FIGURE 4
SEE coefficient as a function of incident electron energy.
Normalization over εmax and γmax is applied. The subplot shows
the comparison of γe0 with its linear approximation in the low-
energy range.
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mode, as the formation of a local virtual cathode can reflect the

emitted secondary electrons and also affect plasma electrons. The

analytic formula of γe0 is difficult and is not given here but should

not influence the sheath potential as it is no longer sensitive to γe0
above the critical emission yield. This is marked by a dashed line

in Figure 5C, and also the linear dependence of sheath potential

on Te is restored above 30 eV. The aforementioned trend is valid

only for simulation with method 3 as the other two methods

underestimate γe so that γcrit is not achieved. The critical electron

temperature is Te,crit � 45.2eV for ε max � 300eV and γmax � 3

and is 29.8eV for εmax � 200eV. This is because a smaller ε max or

larger γmax increases the slope of the left part of the SEE

coefficient curve, which decreases ε1.

It should be noted that the adopted kinetic sheath theories

mentioned previously are not valid when sheath collisionality

becomes significantly higher, particularly when the ion-neutral

collision mean free path is well below the Debye length. Ions are

limited by their mobility at high pressure levels, and a clear

presheath region cannot be defined. Fluid approaches are more

favorable for the highly collisional sheath but will not be further

developed in the present work.

In addition, it must be pointed out that the good agreement

between kinetic sheath theory and the kinetic simulation results

is partially due to the special choice of collision operator in the

simulation, which ensures that the bulk plasma always follows

the Maxwellian distribution at a given temperature. Larger

discrepancies with the theories are expected for PIC

simulation with more self-consistent treatment for collisions.

Combined SEE model and analyses of
sheath stability

In the Combined SEE model and analyses of sheath stability

section, the influences of wall charging and SEE coefficient

energy dependency on sheath properties are discussed

separately. The simulation results combining both factors are

presented, applying method 3 for γe0 calculation introduced in

FIGURE 5
SEE coefficient and sheath potential calculated using three different γe0 setup methods obtained by simulation, in addition to the theory
prediction. A series of plasma electron temperatures and two different (εmax , γmax) sets are applied. (A)–(B) εmax � 300eV and γmax � 3 and (C)–(D)
εmax � 200eV and γmax � 3; (A), (C) show γe0, and (B), (D) show φsh .
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Combined SEE model and analyses of sheath stability. The surface

emission flux is calculated as

Γem � ∫∞

0

γe0(0.5mev2e)
1 + Kwallσwall

vefpe,walldv (16)

with σwall ≤ 0 and fpe,wall being the plasma electron VDF at the

wall. Simulation results are shown in Figure 6. The theory

prediction of SEE coefficient and sheath potential is calculated

from Eqs, 10, 13, 14.

The amount of wall charges increases with plasma electron

temperature and decreases with the wall-charging factorKwall, as

shown in Figure 6A. Since both higher Te andKwall lead to higher

SEE coefficient, γe achieves the critical value marked by dashed

lines atKwall � 4E6C−1m2 and Te ≥ 30eV, as shown in Figure 6B.

Sheath potential given by the simulation and updated sheath

theory shows a consistent trend with respect to Te, which

increases slowly at higher Te levels due to energy dependency

of γe and decreases with Kwall due to wall charging.

One critical implication from the aforementioned analyses is

whether the inclusion of charging effects and γe’s energy

dependency will affect the I–V characterist of the sheath. The

I–V characteristic of the emissive sheath is closely linked to the

sheath stability and hence practical plasma applications. The

sheath stability analyses considering both γe’s energy dependency

and charging effects are analyzed as follows, which are based on

previous emissive sheath stability studies assuming a constant

SEE coefficient [33]. The net electron flux to the dielectric wall is

Γe � Γep − Γem � (1 − γe)Γep. Here, γe depends on incident

electron energy and the wall charge density. To guarantee a

stable emissive sheath, the derivative zΓe
zφsh

should be negative. A

perturbation, for example, a small increase in φsh, indicating that

more negative charges are accumulated in the wall, must cause

the net electron flux to decrease so that the sheath is restored back

to equilibrium. The derivative zΓe
zφsh

is further developed as

zΓe

zφsh

� (1 − γe) zΓep

zφsh

− zγe
zφsh

Γep < 0. (17)

FIGURE 6
Emissive sheath properties with the combined SEEmodel, for a range of Te with different wall-charging factors. (A)Wall charge density. (B) Final
SEE coefficient after reaching convergence; solid lines show simulation results, and dashed lines show theory prediction. (C) Sheath potential from
simulation. (D) Sheath potential predicted by the emissive sheath theory.
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Here, the sheath is assumed to be a classic Debye sheath with

γe < 1. The wall plasma electron flux is Γep � Γep,se exp (−eφsh
Tep

)
with Γep,se being the plasma electron flux at the sheath edge. The

first term in RHS of Eq 17 is, hence, negative. The derivative zγe
zφsh

is

further expressed as follows combining Eqs. 10, 13:

zγe0
zφsh

� 1
1 +Kwallσwall

1
ε1

zTe

zφsh

− Kwall

(1 +Kwallσwall)2
Te

ε1

zσwall
zφsh

. (18)

It should be noted that σwall < 0 in the present analyses. If a

constant plasma electron temperature is assumed, which is

true for the present simulation but may vary in practical

discharges, the RHS of Eq 18 should be positive since
zσwall
zφsh

< 0. This is because the amount of negative charges

trapped in the wall is equal to the positive charge amount

in the sheath, due to the charge conservation of a floating wall.

A similar trend is also shown in Figures 3A,C, where σwall and

φsh change oppositely to γe. As a result, we consider that the

charging effect does not alter the emissive sheath stability

since the RHS of Eq 17 remains strictly negative. The

conclusion is reassuring for applications such as plasma

processing where stable plasma flux is expected.

Implementation of electron
backscattering in simulation

In the aforementioned sections, the algorithms to implement

secondary electron emission in the kinetic simulation are

discussed in detail. Apart from SEE, some incident electrons

on the solid wall are reflected back after elastic interactions with

the sample atoms. Such process is called backscattering and in

general occurs in a deeper region than that of SEE. The most

distinct difference between the secondary electron and the

backscattered electron is their velocity distribution functions.

Backscattered electron velocity scales up with plasma electrons,

whereas SEs mostly have low energy regardless of incident

electron velocity.

A simple way to implement backscattering is to discard the

different physical mechanisms of SEE and backscattering,

assuming that both types of electrons have the same

temperature and using an effective emission coefficient as

follows [20]:

γeff � (1 − Rb)γe + Rb (19)

with Rb being the backscattering probability. The treatment

simplifies the backscattering process as a special SEE with

γe � 1, whose implementation in both analytical analyses, and

the simulation is straightforward by replacing γe with γeff. The

assumption adopted by Eq 19 is inevitably less accurate for high

temperature electrons due to fast backscattered electrons. For

kinetic simulation, more physical treatment is to use the

following boundary condition for the EVDF:

fe(ve)
∣∣∣∣ve > 0,x�0 � (1 − Rb)fem + feb. (20)

Here, feb is the backscattered electron VDF. The separation

of secondary electron and backscattered electron VDF is due to

their different temperatures. The temperature of the secondary

electron is fixed for the given wall material, while plasma electron

temperature in practical discharge varies depending on particle

and energy balances. If zero energy loss is assumed in the

backscattering process, the reflected electron VDF is

proportional to feb ∝ exp(−mev2e
2Te

). Using the definition of the

reflection coefficient ΓepRb � Γb and backscattering flux

Γb � ∫∞
0
febvedve, feb is calculated as follows:

feb � me

Te
RbΓep exp ( − mev2e

2Te
). (21)

For the present simulation with Maxwellian plasma electron,

Eq 20 is equivalent to

fe(ve)
∣∣∣∣ve > 0,x�0 � (1 − Rb)fem + Rbfe(ve)

∣∣∣∣ve < 0,x�0. (22)

Here, the left wall boundary is taken as an example, where the

ve < 0 part of fe points to the left wall. In the adopted code, the

aforementioned equation is implemented by setting ve > 0 part of
fe at the left boundary to the sum of

(1 − Rb) me
Tem

γeΓep exp (−mev2e
2Tem

) and Rb times the ve < 0 part of

fe. Γep is obtained by integrating ve over fe (only for ve < 0),
and γe and Rb are given as constant. The right wall boundary

condition should be symmetrical.

The EVDFs at the left wall with two different boundary

conditions mentioned previously are shown in Figure 7. It is clear

that the boundary EVDFs using the two methods mentioned

FIGURE 7
EVDF at the left wall with two different methods to set the
boundary condition with backscattering.
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previously are remarkably different, mainly due to different

emitted electron temperatures. Since the SEE-emitted electron

temperature is typically within 5 eV whereas backscattered

electrons have the same temperature as the plasma electrons,

the discrepancy is obvious only for simulations with high Te. The

first method (Eq 19) usually yields an feb more centralized than

the second method (Eq 20).

The difference in boundary EVDF, however, is shown to have

limited influences on simulation results, as shown in Figure 8. A

scan of the true SEE coefficient with different backscattering

coefficients is tested, with the effective SEE coefficient calculated

as γeff � Γem/Γep. Here, Γem contains contributions from both

SEE and reflection. It should be noted that for low energy

primary electrons, the reflection rate is unlikely to be very

high and is typically below 0.2 [34]. The effective SEE

coefficient calculated from simulation using Eq 20 is only

slightly greater than the constant effective SEE coefficient

prescribed by Eq 19. The sheath potentials are also almost

equal accordingly. The conclusion is interesting as it suggests

that the emissive sheath properties are not affected by using

secondary electrons to replace backscattered electrons via a

converting relation dictated by Eq 19, assuming that the

incoming plasma electron flux is the same. Though having

completely different physical mechanisms, the two types of

electrons have similar contributions to the emissive plasma

sheath properties. Adopting such an assumption will greatly

simplify related theoretical works.

With the aforementioned conclusions, the emissive sheath

potential with both SEE and backscattering is simply

eφsh � Te ln [(1 − (1 − Rb)γe − Rb) �����
mi

2πme

√ ]. (23)

It should be noted that the conclusion mentioned previously

is valid for purely elastic backscattering. If a constant fraction of

energy η � Teb/Tep is lost after the backscattering with η, the

dimensionless backscattering energy loss factor and Teb, the

backscattered electron temperature, the predicted effective

emission coefficient using Eq 19 is not affected, whereas the

EVDF boundary condition in Eq 20 should be replaced by

fe(ve)
∣∣∣∣ve > 0,x�0 � (1 − Rb)fem + me

ηTe
RbΓep exp ( − mev2e

2ηTe
). (24)

The influence of energy loss factor η is shown in Figure 9. The

factor η is found to have a negligible influence on the sheath potential

and effective SEE coefficient. The limited influence of emitted electron

temperature on sheath properties is consistent with the emissive

sheath theory, which predicts that the sheath potential depends only

on the plasma electron temperature and effective SEE coefficient,

instead of emitted electron temperature. The more recent kinetic

theory considering truncated plasma electron VDF suggested that the

influence of the ratio of plasma and emitted electron temperature

Θ � Te/Tem affects the sheath property, but the effect is obvious only

when Te is close to Tem [10], which is unlikely to be achieved here as

the backscattered electron coefficient is low and effective temperature

of all emitted electrons is close to Tem.

As has been pointed out in Implementation of electron

backscattering in simulation, the use of artificial collision

operator, though providing good agreement with the emissive

sheath theory, can conceal certain physics that are only available

in, for example, the PIC model where self-consistent plasma-

neutral collisions are implemented. A comparison of the kinetic

simulation and PIC simulation was recently performed for the

capacitively coupled plasma subject to strong electron emission

from the boundary [13, 35], where discrepancies are more

FIGURE 8
(A) Effective SEE coefficient and (B) sheath potential with a scan of true SEE coefficient and different backscattering coefficients.
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obvious at high neutral pressure levels as the kinetic model does

not implement realistic electron-neutral collisions and ionization

sources. Similar comparisons between the kinetic and PIC

models of the SEE coefficient charging effect are expected for

DC or RF plasma conditions.

Conclusion

One-dimensional kinetic simulation of the plasma sheath is

performed involving secondary electron emission and electron

backscattering. The influence of accumulated wall charges on the

SEE coefficient is considered and is shown to enhance the surface

electron emission and decrease the sheath potential. Using an

energy-dependent instead of static SEE coefficient is found to

induce a nonlinear sheath potential response to the plasma

electron temperature, as opposed to the classic emissive sheath

theory. The SCL sheath is formed if plasma electron temperature or

wall charge density is sufficiently high so that the effective SEE

coefficient is above a critical value. The EVDF boundary condition

for electron backscattering is proposed and implemented in the

kinetic simulation. Considering backscattering electrons mainly

affects boundary EVDF as backscattered electrons are typically

faster than secondary electrons. Converting the backscattered rate

into SEE coefficient via an equivalent equation is shown to barely

affect the sheath properties. The simulation results are well

supported by the upgraded emissive sheath theories, where wall-

charging effect, SEE coefficient’s energy dependency, and

backscattering are included.
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